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The Client

Founded in 2012, Nykaa is a premier online beauty store in India selling 
fashion products to more than half a million customers across 900 
cities. The products are 100 percent genuine and authentic, sourced 
directly from the brands. 

The Goal

Nykaa wanted to build highly available mobile and web applications to 
support 1,00,000 concurrent users. Nykaa had an extremely complex 
setup on AWS running 400 servers. The entire infrastructure was 
managed by different development team members without having 
any standard deployment processes or best practices in place. The 
prevailing infrastructural assets were provisioned, configured and 
managed manually leading to a lot of delays and was highly error 
prone. They were looking for an AWS expert who could help them 
standardize deployment & monitoring processes, setup CI/CD pipeline 
automation for faster integration and deployment along with 24/7 
monitoring support.  

Summary

Nykaa engaged TO THE NEW as their product engineering partner to help them develo an integrated e-commerce 
website offering beauty and wellness products, build mobile applications for Android & iOS and setup a blog on 
personal care. TO THE NEW setup entire CI/CD pipeline, speeding up the deployment and improving the build quality. 
The monthly AWS spend was brought down from $135K to $70K within a short span of four months.

NYKAA

#ProductEngineering    #DevOps    #AWS    #Mobility

Highlights

Intuitive web and mobile 
applications to improve 
experience

Provided 24/7 monitoring 
& stringent SLAs to ensure 
99.99% availability

Implemented one click 
rollback and deployment 
with zero downtime

Reduced AWS spend from 
$135K to $70K within a short 
span of four months

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://plus.google.com/+Tothenew
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
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Highly responsive mobile and web applications with a seamless registration mechanism, social login, profile 
set-up, cart, inventory and order management as well as product comparison.
A robust  backend system for supporting and maintaining Inventory, Order Management.
A scalable cloud solution to handle increasing concurrent users of upto 100,000 and manage dynamic 
storage accordingly
A 24*7 managed services NOC support and infrastructure monitoring by a dedicated resource
Improved the deployment procedures and reduced the time to deploy 
Infrastructure control and provisioning was done following industry standards and best practices
Automated complete delivery pipeline using Jenkins to enable the team to promote code from DEV to UAT 
to PRODUCTION within few minutes
Containerized applications using Docker & AWS Elastic Container Service to ensure that all environments 
have exactly same setup and can be easily replicated whenever required
Leveraged auto scaling and spot instances to launch the application at a very low cost but at the same time 
ensured readiness to scale with an increase in traffic
Automated unit, functional & load-testing with each build. Spot Instances helped to keep load-testing cost 
as minimal as possible
Audited & fixed gaps identified against AWS best security practices, OS hardening & operational checklist

Key Features

Created mobile application for iOS using Swift, cocoa touch framework, JSON and mobile application for 
Android using Android SDK, Java, XML, JSON. 
Node.js was used for an event-driven I/O server-side JavaScript environment based on V8.
ReactJS was used to make the frontend lightweight.. PHP-FPM along with Varnish helped to improve the 
performance of the website and decrease the load times.  
MongoDB acted as a document-oriented database program and MySQL helped with seamless database 
management. 
Tomcat was used on the application server for hosting Java applications, while Varnish helped in caching 
dynamic response. 
Redis helped in implementing a networked, in-memory key-value store with optional durability
Django, a python based open-source web framework, helped in following the model-view-template 
architectural pattern. 
Docker was used to build, ship, and run distributed applications, whether on laptops, data center VMs, or 
the cloud.
Moved the complete infrastructure from EC2 Classic to VPC. Separate VPCs were created for Production & 
Non-Production environments
Implemented Blue-Green deployment strategy with zero downtime
Implemented ELK for centralized logs monitoring & Chef for configurations management.
Integrated Nagios & NewRelic for applications & infrastructure monitoring
Created separate IAM groups & users for tracking user actions
Created IAM roles for managing server permissions

Technical Excellence

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/TOTHENEWDigital/
https://plus.google.com/+Tothenew
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
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Know more about our DevOps AWS offerings

www.tothenew.com Talk to Our Experts
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